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Learning Management Platform Enabling Employees to Train Each Other Providing 
Video, Recording and Content Sharing Tools for Enriching the Entire Organization

CEOCFO: Mr. Singer, what is the concept behind showd.me?
Mr. Singer: The concept behind showd.me is that it is essentially a learning 
management platform. What differentiates us from all other learning management 
platforms is that we enable employees to train each other. When you look at your typical 
learning management system, they may offer e-learning courses, instructor led training 
and/or a library of content. However, when you ask the employee how they actually 
learn to do their job, or advance their careers, they will most often say that they learn 
from their peers. That is what showd.me is all about. We make it easy for employees to 
find internal peer experts and enable them to share their knowledge and information with 
each other, regardless of whether they are in person or thousands of miles apart. We 
have video-chat, screen share and all kinds of social tools built into the platform, as well 
as the ability to record it. If I conduct a session with another employee and teach them 
about the industry or a product, the employee has the ability to share that content, 
information and knowledge with the rest of the organization as well.

CEOCFO: How do you start working with a client and enable them to implement 
part or the entire platform?
Mr. Singer: What we look for is a client who is already trying to address the challenge of 
internal knowledge sharing and capture. We do not try to sell our technology as a one 
size fits all solution. We look for organizations that recognize that peer learning is critical 
to their business, whether it is part of the new hire training, management development, 
mentoring, peer coaching or job shadowing. We look for those kinds of initiatives, and 
when they are ready to implement that type of program, we can provide them with a 
platform that will facilitate their needs and make it easier for them to manage. Basically, 
we will work with a client to establish the program first and then help see how they can 
use our platform to make it easier for their organization to handle.

CEOCFO: How do you replicate that one-on-one learning from a peer?
Mr. Singer: I always say, “The best technologies out there are technologies that do not really create a new function, but 
ones that make old functions easier”. Asking a peer for help has been around for years, for example apprenticeships. That 
is how people learn how to do their jobs; it is not really a new behavior. We are simply enhancing that behavior and the 
network so that employees are not walking over the same 7 people every day. Our platform allows you to reach 20,000 
people across your entire organization. We also enhance it by offering proprietary tools, so that you are not trying to figure 
out how you are going to share your files or converse with each other. It is all there in one place. The last part is the most 
important part, which is about capturing it, so that colleague or peer does not have to get inundated with requests. You 
would want to give your experts the ability to broadcast or post out their knowledge so that they are sharing their 
knowledge with everyone, instead of having to do it individually.

CEOCFO: How do you help someone share knowledge in a way that others will understand, and explain their 
expertise in a cohesive way?
Mr. Singer: Great question. Sometimes an expert is not really the one who is best at translating what they do and giving it 
over to others. That is a very practical issue. My background is in learning and development, I have spent most of my 
career developing programs like this internally, so I am aware that we should not assume that they expert has the ability 
to communicate their knowledge. You do need to work with your employees, train them and give them templates and 
processes. We encourage our clients to run best practices sessions, offering different tips and guidelines, in terms of how 
employees can take their knowledge and effectively share it within a form within the organization. This all requires 
training.
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CEOCFO: Who is using your services? Is there a particular type of company or point in time that an organization 
will turn to showd.me?
Mr. Singer: We have been around now for 2 years. We initially assumed that our business would be primarily small and 
midsized businesses who may not have the resources to hire trainers, vendors and consultants, or hire internal people to 
do their training. They would have to leverage their internal experts for training. This has been a great market for us. 
However, what has been fascinating for us has been the number of enterprise customers, the Fortune 1000 companies 
that are coming to us and telling us that they have a training department and learning management systems, but they only 
seem to be addressing the tip of the iceberg. They are only able to address 15% to 20% of what their employees need 
with what they currently have in place. These companies have discovered the same thing that we did, which is that their 
employees are filling in the gaps on their own – they are finding those experts internally. We now have some great 
customers that include much larger organizations with tens of thousands of employees globally, who are saying that they 
want to be able to do what we offer. They want to be able to connect their employees globally, from San Francisco to 
Sydney and everyone in-between with each other, so that they can learn everything that they need to learn.

CEOCFO: How are companies finding showd.me? What might someone search for online other than just LMS?
Mr. Singer: We do many of the same things that other companies do. We go to conferences and participate in many 
forums. We also deal in outbound sales and marketing, but it is an education process, because we are educating the 
market that there is another type of learning management platform out there. It does take time for people to differentiate 
us, but as we spend time doing this we have begun to see a shift. We were just at the ATD International conference and 
we had people coming over that had already heard about showd.me and wanted to learn more. Clearly, organizations are 
recognizing that there is another way to train their employees and they are very excited that we are out there.

CEOCFO: How is business these days?
Mr. Singer: Business has been great! We spent 2 years working on the platform and launched it about a year ago. It is an 
enterprise sale, so it is a long sales cycle, but almost immediately after we started our sales, we already started to see the 
traction. It has really started to pickup to where the last 4 or 5 months have just been crazy in terms of the companies that 
we are now working with, the partnerships that we are now developing with other software companies who have come to 
us and would like to partner and integrate with us. We are really excited about our outlook over the next 6 to 12 months.

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine

For more information visit: www.showd.me
Contact: Avi Singer  646-755-6100  avi@showd.me

“The best technologies out there are technologies that do not really create a new function, but ones 
that make old functions easier.” - Avi Singer


